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BACKTOTHEROOI
Mention podiatric biomechanics and the name
Merton Root immediately comes to mind. In-
deed, Normal and Abnormal Function of tbe
Foot, which Dr. Root co-authored with Villiam
Orien and John 1Weed, is the bible of foot
orthopedics. Yet for the past several years,
little has been heard from this legendary figure,
whose painsaking research into classification,
pathology, and treatment will influence podia-
trists for generations to come. From his Cali
fornia home, Dr. Root granted an exclusive tele-
phone interview to executive editorJudith A.
Rubenstein and Board of Editorial Consulants
chairman Harold Rubenstein, D.P.M. An
edited transcript follows.
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What have you been doing for the past
several vears?

:' ,., I don't maintain an office. I have
rheumatoid arthritis, and I had to leave
pmctice more than twelve years ago.
But we have a laborator,v, and occa-

, sionally conduct seminars for some of
,tl our customers. I also do some con-

sulution and teaching.

Admittedly, foot orthopedics is
a complex subiect. But some
people have suggested that
you have made it more com-
plicated than it really is.
Would you agree?

I have just barel,v scratched
the sr-rrface. \What I don't

know could fill many books.

Are you planning to
publish another

book?

Vell, I haven't writ-
ten anything on the

structural abnormalities
that I've found over the years.
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There are about twenty-five or thirty of
them that need to be described in detail,
as well as the treatment and prescription
for them. The initial volume on exzmina-
tion of the foot needs to be upgraded and
expanded. '\!'e knew that at the time we
wrote it, but we didn't want to scare peo-
ple off either

Did you ever imagine the extensive
irnpact your research would have on
practitioners around the wodd?

In the 1960s I began to lecture nationwide

-every 
two weeks I traveled to a different

city for three days. During my lectures,
men would break down and cry because
my lecture shook them uP. TheY were
totally frustrated that they were so far be-
hind-that this material had been out
there ar-rd they d gone to school and hadn't
received it. I couldn't believe the impact I
had on people. Yet rather than being ex-

cited about receiving something new, it
created the opposite effect-total frustra-
tion and anger and other emotions that
amazedmq

I don't know wh;r Perhaps it's because I'm
very outspoken.

Vhat was the extent of knowledge
about foot orthopedics before You
began lecturing and Publishing?

Let me go back a little further than that.
\What we learned about orthopedics when
I went to school was purel1' empirical.
People would do things, obtain results,

and it became a methodologY-just
because something good happened. Un-
fortunately, there was no clearly defined
scientific terminology to describe posi-
tion, motion, or anything of that nature.

There were no clear-cut methoG to deter-

mine foot type. ln fact. there was no real

classification of feet. As a result, the pri-

mary classifications that doctors used were
first, second, and third degree weak foot.
The treatment was prett,v much the same

-it didn't make any difference what you
were treating. Unfortunatelli since practi-
tioners didn't understand the etiology that
caused the symptoms, patients didn't re-

spond well to treatmellt.

So you found your niche in the Pro-
fession?

I initially went into podiatry because I was

interested in research.

Vhere did you study?

I graduated from the California College in
1952. In those days school was quite easy,

but people didn t like the ideas of research

or investigation. I can remember telling
my orthopedics professor, Dr. Norman
Burgeq who was also the school's dean,
that I had so much time on my hands I was

playing a lot of bridge. I d nther spend that
time working on some research proiect.
He told me I was better off playing bridge.

That's how you got into biome-
chanics?

I didn't rcaltze it was biomechanics. Start-

ing in my freshman year, I became very in-
terested in the physiology of the neuro-
logical system. I ran across the concept of
proprioception. Tlnis was never taught in
podiatry schools, but it really impressed
me as a very important area of ph,vsiology

that should be taught.

Vhy is proprioception so important?

It is critical to the mechanics of the body.
As I asked questions about the cause of dif-
ferent symptoms, I began to realize that
nobody understood what caused a corn
or a callous or a bunion-or much of
anything that we were treating. It was all

symptomatic tfeatment. \we had no
knowledge of function. \When I left
school, I began to pursue function, but I
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couldn't understand function until I
understood/oot morpbologt-the struc-
ture of the foot. I recalled from my reading
in botany that Linnaeus classified plants
according to their morpholog,v, their
shape and structure. I decided that's where
I would start.

To classify feet?

\Well, I began to try to classify feet. But I
found as they move from one position to
another, there is no consistency in the
structural relationship from one part to
another. So I had to find some reference
point at which I could put the foot so that
I could compare one foot to another. I
worked on the subalar joint for about a

y,eaq measuring it, trying to understand it.
I had been pondering the variances that I
was finding in my measurements. One
morning in 1954, lust by luck I guess, I was
standing in the shower without any
thought about the foot and all of a sudden
the concept of the neutral subtalar ioint
position flashed into my mind. I could
hardly wait to get to the office to substan-
tiate it. That's what turned out to be the
key to my being able to contribute to
podiatry.

Until that time were there any refer-
ences to this in the orthopedic
literature?

No.

Were you doing these measurements
on your patients?

Yes, but we had no consistent way of
measuring because until I found the
neutral position of the subalar joint, we
had no consistent reference point. So
measurements varied.

What happened once you esablished
the neutral point?

Then I was able to measure the entire
lower extremity from the hip down.

Is there a verified normal range of
motion in degrees to the midtarsal
ioints?
No. I don't believe in normal range of mo-
tion. I believe that if an individual has ade-
quate range of motion for the functions
that individual is using the parts for, that's
the normal range of motion. But to say
that the average in a hundred people is

200, therefore that's a normal range of
motion-this is poppycock.

So you evaluate case by case?

Yes. An athlete (who needs a greater range
of motion) doesn't have a normal range of
motion if he can't perform the functions
he needs to perform as an athlete. For ex-

ample, one of our laboratory employees is

a long-disance runner. She has an internal
femoral torsion at the hip which wouldn't
bother someone who u'as just walking
and using that extremity for every-day
work. But when she was running up to ten
miles a day, she developed stress fractures
at the hip because it was exceeding its
range of motion and actually jamming
against the acetabulum. She had an ade-
quate range of motion for walking and
functioning, but for her athletic activity,
she didn't, and she paid the price.

How didthe terrn "functional orttro-
sis" evolve?

That's my term. To my knowledge, the on-
ly functional orthosis that we had prior to
what I came up with is the Whitman or-
thosis. It was based on the principle that
if you sarted to pronate the foot, the or-
thosis would gouge the navicular area of
the foot, be uncomforablg and when the
person used his muscles he would tend to
resupinate the foot. The'W4ritman orthosis
was used to treat children's feet. Unfor-
tunately, it was based on some inadequate
scientific concepts andwasn't too success-

ful, although it was still in use when I first
began to practice.

Have you of youf colleagues been
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able to document s;rstemic effects
related to the use of functional or-
thosis?

Yes, particularly postural problems. Unfor-
tunately, I've never had the time or oppor-
tunity to write about it. Maybe I had the
opportunity, but I've been too lazy.We've
been able to correlate symptomatic syn-
dromes with various types of foot abnor-
malities, For insance, rear foot varus will
produce a complex in which the lateral
thigh muscles become tender and the
erector spinatus muscle on the side oppo-
site the foot deformity goes into spasm.
That spasm then carries on up the spine
and will produce a scalenus anticus syn-
drome on the opposite side of the trunk,
on the same side as the foot deformity.

'We've found symptomatic and other
types of correlations with functional limb
shortages and structural shorages, With
the loss of shock absorption you have a

very serious spasm associated with the
lumbar spine. Each one of these particular
entities has its own peculiar symptomatic
pattern that develops. 'We've been able to
treat these people and relieve the spasm or
the problem that was present. But if we
took the orthosis away, the problem
would return. Put tl-re orthosis back on the
patient and the problem disappeared. We

could repeat this for three times in a row
and reconfirm each time that there was a
definite cause and effect relationship.

Undoubtedly, marry podiatrists have
cases Uke that, but perhaps they are
hesitantto acknowledge the cause of
their successful treatment because
they can't document it.
But they very definitely can. I've treated a

nineteen-year-old gid with a head tilt due
to a functional limb shortage. In fact, I
straightened up the head tilt so rapidly that
she developed migraine headaches, so we
had to slow down. Postural problems can
indeed be treated. The key is that people
have made statements in the past and
haven t confirmed them. It's a very simple
matter. For instance, orthoses can
sometimes cause back pain. I would see
two to three cases each year where for
some unexplained reason-and I still can't
explain it-people would develop acute
low back pain. I would ake the orthosis
away, the back pain would go away, put it
back on and it would return. Then I would
take the post off and allow greater range of
motion. One or two of the patients could
tolerate the orthosis without any pain. But
others continued to have back pain, so we

had to remove the orthosis. There was no
way to treat them.

Controversy still rages over whether
or not children shouldbe treated for
biomechanical pattrology, such as a
compensated calcaneal varus that's
excessive for their age. What is your
recornmendation?

Primarily the battle continues out of ig-
norance. Ifyou are looking at flat feet and
that is your classification or determination
for whether or not a child should be
treated, I can see a problem. From birth
until the adult contour develops at approx-

imately seven to eight years of age, a child
normally has flat feet. In fact, if a child
doesn't have flat feet, something is wrong
with the foot, So, the child's foot, which
is more fleshy, should be low arched and
somewhat flat. But many podiatrists end
up treating such truly normal feet fust
because they are relatively flat. The same

thing is true of the pediatrician who looks
at flat feet and says, "Don't worry about it,
the chiid will outgrow it:' And that is

true-if it is a normal foot that is flat.
'What it really comes down to is: does

the doctor have the capability of differen-
tiating whether a flat foot is normal or

The Wheaton Braceff developed by
a pediatric orthopedic surgeon,
eliminates the need for repeated cast-
ing and corrective shoes in the treat-
ment of metatarsus adductus.
Fore-foot full correction is usually
obhined hster witir the br:ace com-
pared to casts and shoes.
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metatar-
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abnormal? Can he determine what that ab-

normality is? Is he capable of treating it
with orthoses? If he is, then he should treat

it because these abnormal forces that
cause the foot to function abnormally
cause a retention of iuvenile ontogeny
Basically, if you look at a subluxed adult
foot, you are observing a retention of the
foot's shape from about the time the child
first began to walk. A foot can sublux
beyond that point, for er<ample a compen-
sated equinus, and actually become worse
than the juvenile position. Nevertheless,
most subluxed feet are iust the retention
of that very weak juvenile position, a foot
that is not capable of normal bipedal loco-
motion.

Are you infavor of treatingtruly ab-
norrnal biomechanical deforrnities in
children?

Very definitely. By resisting those abnor-
mal forces, you allow normal ontogeny to
develop, leading to a more sound struc-
tural foot by the time the child is an adult'

In my experience, the person who pro-
nates abnormally will develop symptoms,
but they are usually very insignificant
symptoms and seldom Painful. A good



example of that is a compensated rear foot
varus where the foot pronates to the \er-
tical and is the only problem in the lower
extremity. That person will see a podiatrist
about once a \,'ear to have the callous parecl

off the sole of the foot. Sometimes the
bunion will develop to a point where it
will be slightly tender. But the person usu-
ally doesn't want-or need-any major
ti'eatment. However, put that same
amount of pronation into a foot that is

subluxed, a foot that has a juvenile ontr>
geny. Now because of the structural in-
stability of the foot itself, compounded by
the insability caused by pronation and the
ensuing traumatic shearing forces, the
symptomatic changes are probably ten
times as bad. That becomes a very acute
foot problem.

I have seen normal adult feet that sud-
denly collapse, sublux and become total-
ly flat, as, for example, a Charcot's foot.
That can happen. But most of what we see

is merely a retention of juvenile ontogen,v.
Let me qualify what I've just said be-

cause this concept has never been con-
firmed, and the ten percent figure I've
used may be way off. A subluxed foot that
pronates abnormally is much more symp-
tomatic than a non-subluxed foot that pro-
nates abnormally.

Is there any documentation to dem-
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pylene, graphite and rohadur?
'We've worked with those in our labora-
tory. The polypropylene will change
shape just by its own weight. For func-
tional control it is too flexible. It has too
much molecular flow or creep so it is real-

ly not an effective material.
The composite graphite I'm familiar

with is alayeredgraphite with an acrylic
sandwich in between. The material has

beeno<cellent in that it is verylight weight
but quite strong, and yet u.'e have had dif-
ficulty controlling strong forces, such as

you get with a forefoot varus or bordedine
equinus or in an individual who is particu-
larly heavy or active. Composite graphite
tends to fracture quite easily I think it has

quite a way to go yet before it is as good
as rohadur.

What properties should the "ideal"
functional orthotic material have?

The material has to be somewhat flexible.
But it also has to have a sufficient resistance

to resist the abnormal forces that ate
created during the process of locomotion.
Let's take an example of treating planar
calcaneal heel pain associated with me-
chanical heel spurs. Remember, I'm ulking
about pain from a mechanical spur, not
caused by arthritis or other medical rea-

son. \W4ren I was in practice I had one case

that took about six months before the pain
resolved; all the other cases resolved
N.ithin one month or less. I never needed
to resort to surgery during the entire time
I was in przctice to treat heel pain.

I was able to differentiate mechanical
from other etiologies just by the break in
the Cyma line. But the critical thing was
that we had a rohadur at that time tllat was
a little more flexible than the rohadur
commonly in use today. We didn't rcalize
the significance of that until it was dis-
covered that some component used in the
fabrication of rohadur was carcinogenic.
As a result, the material was changed and
the newer rohadur was a Little bit darker-
and also a little more rigid.

Vhen this new, more rigid mateial
carne out, doctors who had been using the
earlier rohadur successfully began report-
ing a ten to fifteen percent failure rate in
treating mechanical spurs. Then surgery
was needed. And these are the very peo-
ple who were getting the same excellent
results that I did when I was in practice.
So I would say as far as flexibility is con-
cemed, the amount of flodbility in the old
rohadur would be just about ideal. On the
other hand, the old rohadur broke much

continued on Page 73
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more readily than the new one and also
changed its shape within a period of one
or two years with a person who had a ma-

lor foot problem. The new rohadur can
last as long as fifteen years, even in major
foot problems.

How do you feel about the use of soft
orthosgs to contfol biomechanical
imbalances?

I don't believe you can control them.

Under what conditions and for what
problems do you advocate surgical
intervention?
lVhen we can't solve the problem short of
surgery For years people have thought that
I was against surgery I'm a strong advocate
of surgery-but only surgery that is well
indicated. I believe that research in surgery
has a long way to go and its basis is bio-
mechanics.

Do you contend that you can always
solve the problem short of surgery?

No, not at all. My sratement is that if you
perform surgery without doing anything
about the cause, the symptoms are going
to recur in time and, therefore, you're do-
ing the sam€ thing the prdiatrist usecl to
do when he took the corn or callous off
and had the patient come back once a

month. The only difference is it's a little
more sophisticated-they last three or five
years before they come back for another
surgery. Now, the difference is that when
a doctor c()ntr()ls thc functitln of a ftlot
anci perf<>rms surgery, then he shr>uld
have a long-term result as ktng as he can
c<>ntntl function because he has elimin-
ated the etiology of the problem. He can
expect twenty to twenty-five years or
krnger with regard t<t his result.

What treatment protocol do you
recommend to the podiatrist who
sees a patient who has never been
treated before and presents with
moderately advanced subluxations
and deformities of a fixed variety?

Take h:rllux valgus as an exrmple. If the first
IM angle exceeds 12o, y<tu cannot reverse
it with orthosis. Y>u may relieve the symp-
toms, but y()u're not going t<l reverse the
bunion def<rrmity or the hallux valgus de-
f<rrmity. So this is definitely a parient rhat
requires surgery. H<twever, bef<rre I per-
form surgery on a patient like that, there
are two things I want to d<l: l) first deter-
mine that I can cont()l function: 2) wait
f<rr the infl'ammation in thc first MP ioint

to subside. I feel that a non-inflamed ar-
ticulation is a better surgical candidate than
an inflamed one. I found that I had less
postoperative spasms and complications
later.

Okay, so you prepared ttre foot be-
forehand. Would you define forefoot
supinatus and compare itto forefoot
varus?

Forefoot supinatus is a fixed position of
supination of the forefoot about the
longitudinal axis of the midtarsal ioint. In
other worG, if the foot has a normal range

of motion in the forefoot, the forefoot can
invert relatir.ie to the rear foot and actuallv
supinates. It moves in three planes, but the
primary motion that you see is inversion.
And so, if it moved into that position and
became fixed by soft tissue, we would see
an inverted forefoot that would look like
a forefoot varus. If a foot has been func-
tioning in a pronated position for manr'
years, the forefoot is in an inverted position
all the time and becomes somewhat fixed
in that position. A forefoot varus is a struc-
tural deformity of the foot in which the
forefoot is fixed in an inverted position
because of a structural abnormalitv some-
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pt".. *itftitt the midtarsal joint' \We don't

know what a forefoot varus is' I see clin-

ically what I believe to be three different
tvoes of forefoot varus ct>nditions' Bttt it's

ourelv surmised at the present time be-

t"rrt.*. havent had the opp()rtunity to

study this on freshly amputated rpecimens

the way we should.

Some contfoversY exists about
whether there is such a ttring as a

for.efoot valgus. Can you clafify that?

Theres no question in my mind tl'at there

is forefoot valgus, but people tend to con-

fuse forefoot valgus with a congenital plan-

tar flexed first ray. In other words, the

forefoot can be everted because of a mid-

tarsal ioint deformity or it can be everted

because the first my is plantar flexed' Even

when the second ray is plantar flexed, an

everted forefoot deformity is produced'
'When the first ray is congenitally plantar

flexed, then You see a maior degree of
forefoot eversion. \fhen it's an acquired

olantar flexed deformity, then it's a very

minimal forefoot eversion. But I've seen

a three-month-old child who had a 35o

everted forefoot deformiry that was catsed

bv a olanter flexed first ray. It was so great

that it couldn't be reduced completely by

surgery. The child will require sgveral

s,rtgetiet during the course of its lifetime

to Correct that degree of deformity'
The maximum degree of everted fore-

foot deformity, particularly forefoot
valgus, that I have succesfully treated with
ottllos.s has been 210. Beyond that you

sart getting into difficulty because of the

lack of space within the shoe'

Is ttrere such a thing as a tfue Pos-
terior cavus deformitY, or is this
observed only as a cofirpensationfor
anterior cavus?

I dont like the term cavus. A cavus just

means ahigh-arch foot-whether it's high

in the backbr in the front. V4rat came first

-the chicken or the egg? If we have a

olantar flexed deformity of the forefoot,
ihat means a whole forefoot is lower than

the rear foot. If you put that foot on the

flooq the rear foot is going to become

elevated, isnt it?

Sounds logical.

And so, what's to say that it's a forefoot or
anterior ca!'us or a rear car'rrs? In other

words, what we have to do is describe the

ioint at which the deformity occurs and

ihe direction of that deformity. So I can't

even get into a discussion on something
ttrat I dont understand.
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The Hydrotherapy Spa is
the most attractive and in-
novative design to make a
splash in the foot-care
profession in years.

It is not only a highly-effi-
cient aid to pre-op and post-
op care, its a proven way to
relax tense patients. The
Hydrotherapy Spa reduces
stress with it's adjustable
upholstered chair and built-
in lumbar massage system.

Soothing hydro-jets mas-
sage the feet with therapeu-
tic force to irrigate wounds
and infections while they
enhance the healing process.

Select any temperature
that your patient requires.
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Typically, chronic ankle sprains are
due to a rear foot varus. Yet foot sur-
geons pfes€ntly t€nd to use the per-
oneus brevis tendon, which we know
is the best pronator of the foot, in the
surgical repair. Doesn't ttrat worsen
the pre-er<isting inverted position?

I disagree with muscle transplants for
structural problems that can be treated
with orthoses. If you have arear foot varus
that is laterally unstablg you can use a very
high lateral heel cup andalateral flare on
the rear foot post and control it quite ade-
quately for a basketball player or runner or
even a person who's just walking. It is un-
necessary to resort to surgery In fact, I
think that is indiscriminate surgery.

Would you consider it indiscriminate
to surgically coffect chronic latelal
ankle tnstability?

Yes. A patient with a severely planar flexed
first ray deformity for which a subalar
joint fusion was performed was referred to
me. The alus had come completely out of
the ankle mortise. Ankle surgery had been
recommended for him. Let's think about
it: the plantar flexed first ray inverts the
rear foot when the midtarsal joint can't
invert any further. The rear foot tends to
supinate at the subtalar joint and invert,
putting an inversion force into the ankle
joint. When the doctors decided they
wanted to treat this individual to straighten
up his heel, they did a triple arthrodesis on
him, But they didnt do arything about the
planar flexed first ray As a result, the in-
verted force was referred to the ankle and
the ioint subluxed. So now they were talk-
ing about arthrodesing the ankle joint. If
they had done that, the next thing to go
would be the knee and then the hip. In-
stead, we put an orthosis on the individ-
ual tl-rat supported the everted forefoot and
actually reduced the subluxation of the
ankle. \!'e succeeded in moving the talus
backinto theankle mortise andwe recom-
mended that he have planurflexed first ray
surgery It has been fifteen years and he
hasn't agreed to it because he is getting
along so well. This is what I mean about
people performing surgery when they
don't understand pathology.

Joint implants have not been par-
ticularly effective or, at least, ttrey
haven't lived up to their er<pectations.
From a blomechanical perspective,
why is this?

I don t think people are controlling prona-
tion, so the forces that are causing the
stress on the imolant are still Dresent.
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If you vranted to design a total first
metatarsal phalangeal ioint implant,
could you do anything to boost its
longevity from a biomechanical
stress aspect?

Not with regard to designing the implant.

With the functional a;pproacln?

With the functional approach, the result
vr'ill be much better

If you adopted just the functional
approach, would the implant be
needed?

$Tithout the implant, say we performed
the Keller bunionectomy, it might take a

)'ear or more before that Keller became
functiona.l. 'il{hen we used implants fifteen
or more years ago (before implants were
as sophisticated as they are now) and an
orthosis afterward, we found the hallux
might become functional again and actuai-
ly bear weight in as little as three months.
So from the standpoint of function, there
was an advantage.

lf a p*ient ha;s an extremely painful
pathologic sesamoid bone, would
you recoflrmend its removal?

If it's the bone that's causing the pain, yes.

So that's a trick answef to my trick
question, right?

Yes.

You have given a lot to your profes-
sion in terms of collating, documen-
ting, researching, proving, writing
-creating abody of knowledge that
didn't exist in one place before. you
made your theories and your pro-
posals public Why?

It was because of my frustration in trying
to teach and finding rhat I was very inef-
fective as a teacher. So I began to try to put
it into literature, hoping that it would in-
crease the number of people who became
knowledgeabie. I still find, howeveq that
the most knowledgeable people I know in
the field of biomechanics are those who
are working with our laboratory where we
have the chance to meet with them once
a year. According to them and anyone else
who's attended, it's supposed to be the
best seminar in the United States every
vear because everl,body participates. And
if an_vone has an,vthing to suggest or
disagrees with us, we get into some roval
battles. It's fun.

Do you win?

Sometimes.

Thankyou,Dr.Root. I
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